Background: The sentinel surveillance system in Japan provides estimates of nationwide influenza incidence. Although prefectural influenza incidences can be estimated using data from the current surveillance system, such estimates may be imprecise. Methods: We calculated the numbers of sentinel medical institutions (SMIs) needed in the surveillance system to estimate influenza incidences in prefectures, under the assumption that the standard error rates in 75% of influenza epidemic cases are less than 10%. Epidemic cases observed in 47 prefectures during the 2007/2008, 2008/2009, and 2009/2010 seasons, respectively, were used. Results: The present total number of SMIs was 6669. With respect to current standards, the increases required in prefectures ranged from 0 to 59, and the total increase required in the number of SMIs was 1668. Conclusions: We used sentinel surveillance data for Japan to calculate the number of SMIs required to estimate influenza incidence in each prefecture.
INTRODUCTION
Many countries have created systems for sentinel surveillance of infectious diseases. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Such systems provide information that is essential for minimizing the burden and impact of an influenza outbreak, but incidence is not obtained directly using data from sentinels. 4, 6 In Japan, sentinel surveillance of influenza is done as part of the National Epidemiological Surveillance of Infectious Diseases (NESID). 7 Research has determined the number of sentinel medical institutions (SMIs) required to estimate nationwide influenza incidences using sentinel surveillance data. 8 Moreover, NESID guidelines specify the method for selecting SMIs. 9 Prefectural governments select SMIs (about 3000 in pediatrics and about 2000 in internal medicine) according to the guidelines. Nationwide influenza incidence is estimated using data from SMIs. [10] [11] [12] Countermeasures against influenza epidemics are planned and implemented locally and nationwide. 13 Incidence estimates for local areas would be useful if their accuracy was above a certain threshold. Our goal was to use data from sentinel surveillance to obtain accurate estimates of influenza incidence in each prefecture of Japan. Although influenza incidence can be estimated in each prefecture on the basis of the current surveillance system, such estimates may be imprecise. 6 In previous studies of Japan, the precision of nationwide influenza incidence estimates was examined and discussed, but there have been no such studies at the prefecture level. 6, 8, 10, 11 In the present study, we used sentinel surveillance data from Japan to determine the number of SMIs required for estimating influenza incidence in each prefecture.
METHODS

Influenza surveillance in Japan
The NESID in Japan has been described elsewhere. [5] [6] [7] It is organized by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) and encompasses the sentinel surveillance system for influenza. Prefectural governments select SMIs for the influenza surveillance system, and each SMI reports the weekly numbers of influenza cases to the area health center. Health centers notify prefectural governments and the MHLW by using an online computer network.
Surveillance data and method for estimating incidence After obtaining permission from the National Institute of Infectious Diseases of Japan, we used SMI reports of influenza data at the NESID for 14 The numbers of medical institutions were obtained from the National Survey of Medical Care Institutions conducted by the MHLW in 2008. 15 The method for estimating influenza incidence used in the NESID surveillance system was previously described. 6, 11 Influenza incidence in each prefecture, by type of medical institution, was estimated as the total number of influenza patients in SMIs divided by the proportion of SMIs to all medical institutions. Incidence in each prefecture was estimated as the total of influenza incidence estimates for all types of medical institution. Medical institutions were divided into 4 types, as follows: (1) hospital pediatrics departments, (2) pediatrics clinics, (3) internal medicine clinics with a secondary pediatrics practice, and (4) hospital departments of internal medicine and internal medicine clinics with no pediatric practice. These are classified as the first, second, third, and fourth types of medical institution, respectively. The Appendix shows the method of estimating incidence in detail.
Method of determining the standard number of SMIs
The Japan influenza surveillance system includes 2 types of SMIs. 7, 9 The first comprises hospital pediatrics departments and pediatrics clinics (pediatrics SMI), ie, the first and second types of medical institution. The second comprises internal medicine clinics with a secondary pediatrics practice, hospital departments of internal medicine, and internal medicine clinics with no pediatrics practice (internal medicine SMI), ie, the third and fourth types of medical institution. We calculated the standard number of pediatrics and internal medicine SMIs in prefectures according to the method specified in the NESID guideline. As shown in Table 1 , the standard numbers of pediatrics and internal medicine SMIs in areas covered by health centers in prefectures were determined in relation to population size. 7, 9 We divided the standard numbers of pediatrics SMIs into the first and second types of medical institution, proportional to the numbers of all medical institutions. Also, the standard numbers of internal medicine SMIs were divided into the third and fourth types of medical institution.
Method for determining the number of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidence As a condition for precise estimation of incidences in prefectures, we assumed that standard error rates for critical proportions of influenza epidemic cases were less than 10%. The standard error rate is defined as the standard error divided by the incidence estimate and was used as an index of the precision of incidence estimates in a previous report that calculated the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating nationwide influenza incidence. 8 The critical proportions of influenza epidemic cases were given as 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90%. We assume a critical proportion of 75% in our proposal. Influenza epidemic cases were represented as means and standard deviations (SDs) of the numbers of influenza patients at all medical institutions, which were obtained using data from To determine the number of SMIs needed for estimating incidence in each prefecture, we first calculated the minimum number of SMIs needed to satisfy the condition that the standard error rate of incidence estimated in the prefecture for an influenza epidemic case was less than 10% (as described below). Second, using those numbers of SMIs calculated for the 116 influenza epidemic cases, we calculated the number of SMIs required for estimating incidence in the prefecture, thereby satisfying the assumption that the standard error rate of incidence estimates for critical proportions (25%, 50%, 75%, or 90%) of influenza epidemic cases was less than 10%.
The method for calculating the minimum required number of SMIs in a prefecture to satisfy the condition that the standard error rate of an incidence estimate for an influenza epidemic case is less than 10% was as follows. 8 The suffix of k from 1 to 4 indicates the first, second, third, and fourth types of medical institution, respectively. Consider an influenza epidemic case. For a type of medical institution, such as k, the mean and SD of the numbers of influenza patients in all medical institutions in the epidemic case are given as μ k and σ k , respectively. Let n k and N k be the number of all medical institutions and SMIs, respectively. The values of μ k and σ k were obtained: n k is known and N k is unknown. Note that the incidence is α k = n k μ k . The variance of an incidence estimate is given as
The standard error rate of the total incidence estimate is expressed as ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Þ. We assumed that N 1 and N 2 were equal to the standard numbers of their SMIs (obtained by the method described in Table 1 ), that N 3 and N 4 were not less than the standard numbers of SMIs, and that the ratio of N 3 to N 4 was equal to the ratio of the numbers of all medical institutions. These assumptions are discussed below. Thus, from the equation that the standard error rate of the total incidence estimate was equal to 10%, N 3 and N 4 could be obtained by giving N 1 , N 2 and the ratio of N 3 /N 4 . The total number of SMIs in all types of medical institution was estimated as Table 2 shows the distributions of the numbers of influenza patients in SMIs among the 116 epidemic cases. In hospital pediatrics departments, the mean, SD, and coefficient of variation of the numbers of influenza patients in SMIs ranged widely among the epidemic cases. Median, 25th, and 75th percentiles of the mean numbers of influenza patients in SMIs among the 116 epidemic cases were 262, 159, and 402, respectively. Median, 25th, and 75th percentiles of the SDs were 192, 127, and 319. Median, 25th, and 75th percentiles of the coefficients of variation were 79%, 66%, and 91%. In other types of medical institutions, the mean, SD, and coefficient of variation of the numbers of influenza patients in SMIs ranged widely among epidemic cases.
RESULTS
As mentioned above, we assumed that the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating influenza incidence in prefectures were equal to their standard numbers of SMIs in hospital pediatrics departments and pediatrics clinics. Table 3 shows the numbers of all medical institutions and the standard numbers of SMIs in prefectures. In hospital pediatrics departments, the standard numbers of SMIs in prefectures ranged from 5 to 65, and the total was 968 (38.7% of all medical institutions). In pediatrics clinics, the standard numbers of SMIs in prefectures ranged from 11 to 221, and the total was 2140 (38.2%).
We calculated the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating influenza incidence in prefectures, assuming that the standard error rate of incidence estimates for critical proportions (25%, 50%, 75%, or 90%) of influenza epidemic cases was less than 10%. The numbers of SMIs are described as "the numbers of SMIs calculated for critical proportions (25%, 50%, 75%, or 90%) of epidemic cases". Table 4 shows the numbers of all medical institutions, the standard numbers of SMIs, and the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidence in internal medicine clinics with a secondary pediatrics practice. The standard numbers of prefectural SMIs ranged from 3 to 41, and the total was 490 (3.3% of all medical institutions). The numbers of prefectural SMIs for a critical proportion of 25% of epidemic cases ranged from 5 to 43, and the values in 32 prefectures were greater than the standard numbers of SMIs. The numbers of prefectural SMIs for a critical proportion of 75% of epidemic cases ranged from 9 to 43 and were equal to the standard numbers of SMIs in 9 prefectures, namely, Hokkaido, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Aichi, Osaka, Hyogo, and Fukuoka. The total numbers of SMIs needed for critical proportions of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% of epidemic cases were 629 (4.3%), 770 (5.2%), 910 (6.2%), and 1155 (7.8%), respectively. Table 5 shows the numbers of all medical institutions, the standard numbers of SMIs, and the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidence in hospital departments of internal medicine and internal medicine clinics with no pediatrics practice. The standard numbers of SMIs in prefectures ranged from 8 to 120, and the total was 1403 (3.3% of all medical institutions). The numbers of SMIs needed for a critical proportion of 25% of epidemic cases in prefectures ranged from 21 to 120, and the values in 32 prefectures were greater than the standard numbers of SMIs. The numbers of SMIs needed for a critical proportion of 75% of epidemic cases in prefectures ranged from 38 to 120 and were equal to the standard numbers of SMIs in 9 prefectures. The total numbers of SMIs needed for critical proportions of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% of epidemic cases were 1811 (4.2%), 2234 (5.2%), 2651 (6.2%), and 3387 (7.9%), respectively.
The total number of SMIs among all types of medical institutions was 5001. The total numbers of SMIs needed for critical proportions of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% of epidemic cases, for all types of medical institutions, were 5548, 6112, Percentages of all medical institutions are in parentheses. a Numbers of SMIs for estimating influenza incidences in prefectures were calculated with the assumption that the standard error rate of the incidence estimate for a given critical proportion (25%, 50%, 75%, or 90%) of influenza epidemic cases was less than 10%. Percentages of all medical institutions are in parentheses. a Numbers of SMIs for estimating influenza incidences in prefectures were calculated with the assumption that the standard error rate of the incidence estimate for a given critical proportion (25%, 50%, 75%, or 90%) of influenza epidemic cases was less than 10%.
6669, and 7650, respectively. The Figure shows the standard numbers of SMIs and the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidence, for all types of medical institutions. The differences between the standard numbers of SMIs and the proposed numbers of SMIs for a critical proportion of 75% of epidemic cases in prefectures ranged from 0 to 59, and the total was 1668.
DISCUSSION Influenza surveillance and numbers of SMIs
The Japanese NESID guidelines specify the method to be used for determining the standard number of SMIs in the influenza surveillance system. 7, 9 The aim of the guidelines is to facilitate detection of epidemics in local areas and incidence estimation nationwide rather than by prefecture. 6, 16 In reality, the numbers of SMIs selected in prefectures were nearly equal to those specified in the standards. 17 Nationwide annual incidence estimates of influenza have been reported, and their standard error rates were found to be less than 5%. 6, 11, 12 Numbers of SMIs and precision of prefectural influenza incidence estimates In 32 of the 47 prefectures, the standard number of SMIs in the prefecture was less than the number of SMIs needed for a critical proportion of 25% of epidemic cases, which means that the standard error rates for influenza incidence estimates in those prefectures would frequently (>75% of epidemic cases) exceed 10% and suggests that, under the current surveillance system, the precision of influenza incidence estimates would be insufficient in many prefectures. We calculated the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidence under the assumption that the standard error rate of the incidence estimate in 75% of influenza epidemic cases was less than 10%. We propose that prefectural governments increase the number of SMIs to the levels we have specified, as the standard error rates of influenza incidence estimates would then frequently (>75% of epidemic cases) be less than 10%.
Increase of SMIs in prefectures and feasibility
Our proposal would increase the number of internal medicine clinics with a secondary pediatrics practice (third type of medical institution) and hospital departments of internal medicine and internal medicine clinics with no pediatrics practice (fourth type of medical institution). We assumed that the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating influenza incidence in prefectures were equal to the standard numbers of SMIs in the other 2 types of medical institutions, namely, hospital pediatrics departments and pediatric clinics. The increase from the standard numbers of SMIs in prefectures ranged from 0 to 59 for the third and fourth types of medical institutions. For these 2 types of medical institutions, the proportion of SMIs to all medical institutions in prefectures that implemented our proposal would be less than 17% (as shown in Tables 4 and 5) , which is less than the proportion of the first and second types of medical institution (≥30% of the standard numbers of SMIs shown in Table 3 ). 8, 15 Thus, an increase in prefectural SMIs in accordance with our proposal is feasible.
Main assumption for determining the number of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidence The standard error rate is commonly used as an index of estimate precision. 8, 18 A primary assumption of the present study is that the standard error rate of the incidence estimate in 75% of influenza epidemic cases was less than 10%, as that seemed an appropriate level of precision for producing prefectural influenza incidence estimates. 19 For example, when total incidence is 100 000 and the standard error rate of the estimate is 10%, the approximate 95% confidence interval is 80 000 to 120 000. 6 In a previous study of the numbers of SMIs needed to estimate nationwide incidences in Japan, the standard error rate was 5% for sentinel surveillances of influenza and pediatric diseases and 10% for sentinel surveillances of ophthalmologic and sexually transmitted diseases. 8 A standard error rate of 5% has frequently been used for determining the sample size of surveys in health statistics. 18 A previous study used a standard error rate of 10% in consideration of the minimum required level of precision for incidence estimates and the feasibility of selecting SMIs in prefectures. 8 In the present study, the total number of SMIs required for estimating prefectural incidence, assuming a standard error rate of 10%, was 6669, and the total increase from the standard number of SMIs was 1668. In contrast, if we used a 5% standard error rate for influenza incidence estimates in each prefecture, the total number of SMIs required would be greater than 10 000, which is not feasible. Under the primary assumption described above, the critical proportion of influenza epidemic cases was 75%. We considered 75% of epidemic cases as the proportion needed to maintain the precision of incidence estimates above a desirable threshold. There were no definite reasons for using a critical proportion of 75%. The numbers of SMIs needed for 50% and 90% of influenza epidemic cases are therefore presented in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively. If the critical proportion of epidemic cases was higher or lower than 75% (eg, 50% or 90%), the numbers of SMIs needed increased or decreased. The influenza epidemic cases observed in 47 prefectures in 3 seasons were used and are more appropriate than hypothetical cases. 8 Although the epidemic cases included epidemics of A(H1N1)pdm09, 14 the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles of means and SDs of the numbers of influenza patients in SMIs among epidemic cases, not including the 2009/2010 season, did not change greatly.
Other assumptions in determining the number of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidence We made another assumption, ie, that the numbers of SMIs needed for estimating prefectural influenza incidences were equal to the standard numbers of SMIs in hospital pediatrics departments and pediatrics clinics. One reason for this assumption is that the standard numbers of SMIs were sufficiently large. Without this assumption, the numbers of SMIs in these 2 types of medical institutions would be at or below the standard numbers of SMIs for almost all prefectures. Another reason was that proposing SMI numbers that were less than the standards would not be reasonable. The standards were determined by considering the several roles of SMIs in these 2 types of medical institutions, such as detection of epidemics of pediatric infectious diseases in local areas. 6, 7, 20 We divided the standard numbers of pediatrics SMIs into 2 types of medical institutions (hospital pediatrics departments and pediatrics clinics), proportional to the numbers of all medical institutions. We did this to adhere to NESID guidelines, which specify that SMIs should be selected as randomly and as representatively as possible from among all medical institutions in an area. 7, 9 For the same reason, we assumed that the ratio of SMIs in the other 2 types of medical institutions (internal medicine clinics with a secondary pediatrics practice and hospital internal medicine departments/internal medicine clinics with no pediatrics practice) was equal to the ratio among all medical institutions.
Problems and limitations
We attempted to obtain accurate estimates of influenza incidence in each prefecture, using influenza sentinel surveillance data from Japan. A critical problem in achieving this goal is accurately diagnosing influenza. Surveillance guidelines specify the case definition of influenza. 7, 8 When estimating influenza incidence, a key assumption is that SMIs are randomly selected from all medical institutions. 6, 11 However, SMI recruitment is to some extent voluntary. 6, 17 We believe that it is not sufficient to evaluate bias in incidence estimates caused by violation of this assumption. 6, 11 Surveys of all influenza patients at all medical institutions in selected areas would provide useful information. Additional detailed studies are therefore warranted.
Conclusion
We calculated the numbers of SMIs needed to estimate prefectural influenza incidences in the NESID in Japan, assuming a standard error rate of less than 10% for 75% of influenza epidemic cases. The total number of SMIs needed was 6669. The increase from the standard number of SMIs required by NESID guidelines ranged from 0 to 59 in prefectures, and the total number needed was 1668. The standard error rate of an estimate of influenza incidence would frequently (>75% of epidemic cases) be less than 10% in prefectures with the proposed number of SMIs but would frequently be greater than 10% in many prefectures that have only the standard number of SMIs.
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APPENDIX
Method for estimating incidence The method for estimating incidence is as follows. 6, 11 Consider the distribution of incidences in medical institutions. Let m be an integer greater than the largest incidence among medical institutions, n be the number of all medical institutions, and n i be the number of medical institutions with an incidence of i for i = 0, 1, +, m. Let N be the number of SMIs and N i be the number of SMIs with an incidence of i for i = 0, 1, + , m. The constants of n and N are known, and those of {n i } are unknown. {N i } are obtained from sentinel surveillance and follow a multi-hypergeometric distribution under the condition that N is fixed under the assumption that SMIs are randomly selected in all medical institutions. Let α be the total incidence in all medical institutions, and note that α = Σi*n i . The estimate of α is expressed as α^= Σi*N i *n/N, ie, the incidence is estimated as the total incidence in SMIs (Σi*N i ) divided by the proportion of SMIs among all medical institutions (N/n).
Consider that incidences in some strata, such as type of medical institution, are estimated using the above method. Let k be the number of strata and α 1^, α 2^, +, α k^t he estimated incidences in the strata. The total incidence is estimated as α t^= α 1^+ α 2^+ + + α k^.
